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1. Introduction

Improved confinement has been measured in deuterium plasmas compared to hydrogen dis-

charges with similar parameters [1]. This ”isotope effect” runs counter to the general under-

standing of heat and particle transport in plasmas. Turbulence is held as the main culrpit for

anomalous transport observed in tokamaks, and one would expect the increased ion mass to

boost transport and thus lead to deterioration of confinement.
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Figure 1: Deuterium case had a higher

Te/Ti ratio. The O6+ impurities have same

temperature as the main ions.

On the other hand, many theories on L-H transi-

tion rely on radial flow shear to suppress the turbu-

lent transport [2]. A variety of mechanisms affect the

flows in plasmas, creating mean and zonal flows. The

latter ones include the geodesic acoustic mode (GAM),

a time-varying radial oscillation of potential. Given the

connection between flows and the plasma confinement,

possible effects of ion species on the GAM dynamics

have gathered interest. We study the isotope effect on

GAMs via gyrokinetic full-f simulations of hydrogen

and deuterium discharges from the FT-2 tokamak. Here

we present the analysis of two particular discharges from the computational point of view, while

combining simulations with experimental observations is discussed by Gurchenko et al [3].

2. Simulation setup

The simulations were conducted using ELMFIRE, a gyrokinetic code simulating coupled

neoclassical and turbulent dynamics [5, 6, 7]. ELMFIRE uses the particle-in-cell method to

model the evolution of full plasma distribution function plasma. The distribution is initialised

as particles on a toroidal grid according to initial input profiles for density and temperature.

A total of three particle species can be included in the calculations: electrons and two ions.

Collisions between the particles have been implemented using a binary collision model.

At every time step, charge densities are distributed to the grid. Particle movement utilizes as a

hybrid explicit-implicit pusher. The explicit step produces charge separation, which is then used
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Table 1: Simulation parameters.

Isotope Bφ (T) I0 (kA) Te (eV) Ti (eV) ne (1019 m−3) Zeff

H 2.27 20.5 416 147 2.68 2.3

D 2.22 19.4 435 151 2.48 2.8

to solve the electric potential to ensure quasineutrality. The potential is interpolated to particles

to calculate the polarisation drift on ions and parallel electric field acceleration on both ions and

electrons in the implicit step.
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Figure 2: The poloidal snapshot of (a) shows the characteristic tem-

porally varying GAM oscillation, while the m= 1 density fluctuation

is visible for opposite temporal phases in (b).

The magnetic geometry of

ELMFIRE is fixed as co-

centric flux surfaces with no

shifts. Simulation region is lim-

ited radially, resulting in a

toroidal annulus. Electric field

is set to zero at the inner bound-

ary and potential to zero at the

wall. Toroidal magnetic field

on the magnetic axis and the

current profile are given as an

input to determine the total

magnetic field and safety factor profile.

The simulations are based on two plasma discharges from the FT-2 tokamak (a = 0.08 m,

R0 = 0.55 m), denoted here on as just hydrogen (H) and deuterium (D). The basic parameters

are presented in table 1. Besides the isotope, main difference between the cases comes from the

effective charge number Zeff and ion temperature, as seen in figure 1. Partially ionised oxygen

(O6+) was taken included as the impurity ions in the simulations, and the density profile was

initialised according to the effective charge. Simulation grid spanned radially from r = 0.02 m

to r = 0.08 m with 120 radial, 150 poloidal and 8 toroidal grid points. A total of approximately

109 particles was initialised with a simulation time step of 0.03 microseconds.
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3. Simulation results
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Figure 3: Particle fluxes are larger for hydrogen (a),

while Er oscillations at the GAM frequency have a

higher amplitude for the deuterium case (b).

The main features of geodesic acoustic

mode are clearly visible in the simulations.

Firstly, the expected radial oscillation is ev-

ident in the results for the electric potential,

as seen in figure 2a. The temporal frequency

for these dominating fluctuations is smaller

for deuterium (below 50 kHz), as would be

expected based on simplest analytical expres-

sions for frequencies [4]. The frequency is

largely constant in radial direction. Secondly,

fluctuations are also present in the radial elec-

tric field, which couples the potential oscil-

lation to a sinusoidal m = 1 mode in den-

sity. Figure 2b shows that this mode is clearly

present in the simulations as density fluctuations at the characteristic GAM frequency.
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Figure 4: Flux and Er oscillations have limit-cycle-like characteristics, espe-

cially for the deuterium case (a). Correlation between Er and particle flux is

stronger and less localised for deuterium compared to hydrogen (b).

The amplitude of

the temporal Er os-

cillations is distinctly

higher for deuterium,

as figure 3b demon-

strates. Similar trend

has been observed for

zonal flows at TEX-

TOR [8]. The ampli-

tudes have large spa-

tial variation, with the

strongest oscillations

located close to the middle plasma radius. The amplitude of the m = 1 density oscillations

scales similarly, indicating that the top-bottom asymmetry is captured in the simulations. The

radial wavelength of the oscillations also increases from deuterium to hydrogen, consistently

with both earlier simulations and theoretical work [9, 10]. Based on the theoretical work by

Hahm et al [11], higher amplitude combined with lower frequency could lead to higher effec-

tive shearing rate and stronger reduction of turbulence for deuterium.
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Hydrogen simulation produces larger energy fluxes, but conductive heat fluxes are similar

for both isotopes. The difference is explained by particle fluxes, which are seen as the tempo-

ral mean levels in figure 3a. Generally it is difficult to attribute decreased particle fluxes to the

stronger Er oscillations of the deuterium case, but there is a slight dip in the region where Er

has the highest amplitude. Furthermore, Er and transport oscillations have a predator-prey-like

phase shift in the simulations, as seen in the single oscillation period of figure 4a . Figure 4b

demonstrates that this correlation between the two is also more distinct for deuterium. More-

over, the correlation is less localised for deuterium. These observations are compatible with

increasing GAM amplitude and radial wavelength, but temporal standard deviation of flux os-

cillations grows slightly as well, indicative of the relationship between transport and Er.

4. Discussion

While the simulations show the deuterium plasma to have stronger geodesic acoustic mode

activity and increased correlation with transport, there is room for more detailed investigations.

The computational study can be expanded by including more cases to further establish the trends

in transport and amplitudes. Additionally, GAM wavelength and propagation at FT-2 deviates

from the theoretical predictions of Itoh et al. Investigating the characteristics and scaling of the

GAMs observed in FT-2 via ELMFIRE simulations offers an appealing avenue for deepening

the understanding of flow dynamics in tokamak plasmas, bridging the theoretical and experi-

mental observations through advanced computations.
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